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Introduction

In this chapter, we discuss overall flow and applications of image
search techniques.

1.1 Introduction to Image Search

We identify various information by using search tools such as Google.
Many well-established techniques perform the search by matching
texts or labels that users type. This kind of text-based search has
been extremely successful, since a huge amount of information is
represented by texts. Image search or context-based image

retrieval looks at the content of images
and identifies similar images that a user
provided.

Image search or Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) has been
studied for many decades, since images or other multimedia (e.g.,
video) are common representations in addition to texts. Simply
speaking, the main goal of image search is to identify similar images
given a user-specified image or other types of inputs such as sketch
or labels (Fig. 1.1).

There have been constant demands for image search, but its de-
mands become more pronounced in these days, since people take
photos frequently and record them for later use. This trend is sup-
ported by developments of digital cameras and easy of sharing
photos by using mobile phones and various social media.

Additionally, mobile phones are parts of our lives now and we
commonly use them for various tasks including taking pictures. It
is rather inconvenient to type texts on those mobile phones, and
thus leads people to communicate information through images and
videos more. These trends are compounding together and generating
ever-growing needs for accessing and sharing information through
various multimedia including images.

Key components of image search include image representations,
indexing or organization methods of images, matching methods
among images. We typically represent input and DB images in a
particular image representation such as SIFT and CNN features that
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Figure 1.1: Image search starts with
an input image and identifies similar
images from a large-scale image
database. Image search identifies such
images by looking into their content. As
a result, image search is also known as
Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR).

encode content information stably across different illumination level
and so on. For efficient search, we represent images in a compact and
efficient database representation. We then go through all the images
in the DB and identify similar images with the given query image
based on matching techniques. Additionally, we perform a high level
tasks such as classification or localization of particular objects in
query or searched images.

Image search has various applications such as searching desired
products and photos, image stitching, improving techniques of
object/scene/location recognitions, robot motion planning, etc.,
where some forms of visual information needs to be matched. This is
discussed in Ch. 1.2.

Related topics and resources. This book aims for a self-contained
article, but we explain other available resources and topics that can
help you to deepen your understanding on the subject.

1. Computer vision. Computer vision targets to reconstruct three
dimensional (3D) models from 2D images. Many techniques (e.g.,
image representation) for image search have been developed from
the computer vision community. An excellent, online book written
by Szeliski on the topic is available 1. 1 Richard Szeliski. Computer Vision:

Algorithms and Applications. Springer-
Verlag New York, Inc., 1st edition,
2010

2. Conference proceedings related to image search. Many papers
related to image search or retrieval appear at various conferences
including CVPR, ICCV, ECCV, ACM MM, ACM SIGGRAPH, etc.
Recent techniques related to machine learning are from NeurIPS,
ICML, etc. Some of computer vision papers are available at http:
//www.cvpapers.com.

1.2 Applications of Image Search

Image search is one of fundamental tools across different fields and
thus there are numbers applications utilizing it. We list some of them

http://www.cvpapers.com
http://www.cvpapers.com
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Figure 1: Our system takes unstructured collections of photographs such as those from online image searches (a) and reconstructs 3D points
and viewpoints (b) to enable novel ways of browsing the photos (c).

Abstract
We present a system for interactively browsing and exploring large
unstructured collections of photographs of a scene using a novel
3D interface. Our system consists of an image-based modeling
front end that automatically computes the viewpoint of each photo-
graph as well as a sparse 3D model of the scene and image to model
correspondences. Our photo explorer uses image-based rendering
techniques to smoothly transition between photographs, while also
enabling full 3D navigation and exploration of the set of images and
world geometry, along with auxiliary information such as overhead
maps. Our system also makes it easy to construct photo tours of
scenic or historic locations, and to annotate image details, which
are automatically transferred to other relevant images. We demon-
strate our system on several large personal photo collections as well
as images gathered from Internet photo sharing sites.
CR Categories: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, augmented, and vir-
tual realities I.2.10 [Artificial Intelligence]: Vision and Scene
Understanding—Modeling and recovery of physical attributes
Keywords: image-based rendering, image-based modeling, photo
browsing, structure from motion

1 Introduction
A central goal of image-based rendering is to evoke a visceral sense
of presence based on a collection of photographs of a scene. The
last several years have seen significant progress towards this goal
through view synthesis methods in the research community and in
commercial products such as panorama tools. One of the dreams

is that these approaches will one day allow virtual tourism of the
world’s interesting and important sites.

During this same time, digital photography, together with the In-
ternet, have combined to enable sharing of photographs on a truly
massive scale. For example, a Google image search on “Notre
Dame Cathedral” returns over 15,000 photos, capturing the scene
from myriad viewpoints, levels of detail, lighting conditions, sea-
sons, decades, and so forth. Unfortunately, the proliferation of
shared photographs has outpaced the technology for browsing such
collections, as tools like Google (www.google.com) and Flickr
(www.flickr.com) return pages and pages of thumbnails that the
user must comb through.

In this paper, we present a system for browsing and organizing
large photo collections of popular sites which exploits the common
3D geometry of the underlying scene. Our approach is based on
computing, from the images themselves, the photographers’ loca-
tions and orientations, along with a sparse 3D geometric represen-
tation of the scene, using a state-of-the-art image-based modeling
system. Our system handles large collections of unorganized pho-
tographs taken by different cameras in widely different conditions.
We show how the inferred camera and scene information enables
the following capabilities:

• Scene visualization. Fly around popular world sites in 3D by
morphing between photos.

• Object-based photo browsing. Show me more images that
contain this object or part of the scene.

• Where was I? Tell me where I was when I took this picture.
• What am I looking at? Tell me about objects visible in this

image by transferring annotations from similar images.

Our paper presents new image-based modeling, image-based
rendering, and user-interface techniques for accomplishing these
goals, and their composition into an end-to-end 3D photo brows-
ing system. The resulting system is remarkably robust in practice;
we include results on numerous sites, ranging from Notre Dame
(Figure 1) to the Great Wall of China and Yosemite National Park,
as evidence of its broad applicability.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of the approach. Section 3 surveys related work

Figure 1.2: The left shows a photo
album related to a landmark. The right
shows a reconstructed 3D model in a
form of point clouds. The reconstruc-
tion process is related to matching
similar parts of photos. The image is
excerpted from the work of Snavely et
al.

here. YOON: List applications in a detailed manner including cross
modal search.

1. 3D reconstruction. One can wish to reconstruct a 3D model
out of related photos. For example, suppose that you visited a
Colosseum in Rome and took many photos of the landmark. At
your home, browsing your album of the photos, you may want to
see the overall structure of the Colosseum in a different view from
ones taken in your photos. This can be started with reconstructing
the 3D model of the Colosseum. Typically, reconstructing a 3D
model from a photo album begins by matching corresponding
parts of the images, and thus can be realized by techniques related
to image search. Once we build a 3D model of a scene, one can
navigate the scene and better retrieve images related to the scene
(e.g., Photo tourism 2). 2 Noah Snavely, Steven M. Seitz, and

Richard Szeliski. Photo tourism:
Exploring photo collections in 3d. ACM
Trans. Graph., 2006

2. Time-lapse photography or rephotography. Time-lapse photogra-
phy captures images of certain views in a much lower frequency
than that commonly used to capture them (Fig. 1.3; the image is
excerpted from the paper 3). As a result, by seeing those captured 3 Xiaoyong Shen, Xin Tao, Chao Zhou,

Hongyun Gao, and Jiaya Jia. Foremost
regional matching for internet scene
images. ACM Transactions on Graphics,
2016

sequence, we can see slowly moving or changing phenomena in
a highlighted manner. Rephotography captures the same scene
with a time lag to show "now and then" looks of the scene. To
support such techniques, it is critical to capture the same scene in
the same projection, which is a tight requirement. Instead, if we
can identify matching points between images, and compute their
correspondences and warp them into a canonical space, we can
support such techniques in a more relaxed manner.

3. Edit transfers to other similar images. Suppose that we have to
modify a particular part of a frame in a video and you need to edit
other frames in a similar way. In this case, transferring those edits
to similar parts in other frames is critical for enabling efficient
edits (Fig. 1.3). To enable such techniques, we also need to identify
matching features or pixels.
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Figure 1: Our regional foremost matching for Internet images estimates accurate regional correspondence and enables several applications.

Abstract

We analyze the dense matching problem for Internet scene im-
ages based on the fact that commonly only part of images can be
matched due to the variation of view angle, motion, objects, etc. We
thus propose regional foremost matching to reject outlier matching
points while still producing dense high-quality correspondence in
the remaining foremost regions. Our system initializes sparse cor-
respondence, propagates matching with model fitting and optimiza-
tion, and detects foremost regions robustly. We apply our method
to several applications, including time-lapse sequence generation,
Internet photo composition, automatic image morphing, and auto-
matic rephotography.

Keywords: image matching, alignment, time-lapse images, Inter-
net images, registration
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1 Introduction

Establishing pixel correspondence between images is a long-
standing problem due to its fundamental importance for many ap-
plications in computer graphics, computer vision, and image pro-
cessing. Researchers have proposed a number of methods. For
example, optical flow methods [Horn and Schunck 1981] estimate
motion in consecutive frames for the same scene, and stereo match-
ing [Rhemann et al. 2011] estimates image disparities. For rigid
transform caused by camera position change, homography-based
models [Liu et al. 2011b] can be applied.

In this paper, we aim differently to match complicated Internet
scene images in pixel level to broadly benefit applications, such
as scene reconstruction and visualization [Snavely et al. 2006],
image/video composition [Chen et al. 2009; Martin-Brualla et al.
2015a], and image editing/enhancement [Zhang et al. 2014; Chia
et al. 2011; HaCohen et al. 2013; HaCohen et al. 2011].

Dense matching on Internet scene images is by not easy for even
state-of-the-art methods. The inherent difficulty stems from the
large change in color, resolution, viewpoint, camera parameters,
time to capture images, weather, lighting, moving objects, and pos-
sible post-processing.

1.1 Brief Evaluation of Existing Methods

We give one example in Figure 2(a)-(b) to demonstrate the diffi-
culty of image matching by state-of-the-art methods, which include

Figure 1.3: (a) shows photos identified
from internet. By matching correspond-
ing parts of the photo, we can project
those photos in a canonical view and
thus create time-lapse video shown
in (b), or transfer an edit in a photo
into another photo (e). This figure is
excerpted from the work of Shen et al.


